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Dolly elections at school 
to make a comeback? 

"No guarantees," says Brendan, "but it's 
worth a try" 

Martin Kellogg Middle School, Newington-"I'm going to see 
  if I can get my parents to allow me to have dolly elections at school  
  during the Williamsburg trip. There are no guarantees, but it's worth 
  a try." 
    Brendan Loy, Adollyan Ambassador to Martin Kellogg Middle School, said  
  today that he believes there may be support in Martin Kellogg seventh 
  grade to allow dolly elections at school again. 
    "Last year I ran an election at Ron-a-roll. It was fun, and when I  
  announced who had won, a lot of kids on the bus cheered. I think that 
  a lot of people actually cared about it, which surprised me." 
    Brendan says that if that enthusiasm has lasted from sixth grade into 
  seventh, then he intends to try to get dolly elections back. 
    "I don't annoy or get in the way of anyone who doesn't want to vote," 
  he said, "or at least I don't try to." 
    He stated his plan for getting the movement to allow the school elections 
  through, saying, "I'll have a petition among kids going to Williamsburg. 



  If they want an election, they can sign. If the teachers approve it, I'll 
  take that to Congress and President Sealy, and see if they pass it. If they  
  do, it goes to my parents." 
    When a dolly in the audience complained that this was unfair to the kids 
  who might not be going on the Williamsburg trip, but might want to vote, 
  Brendan responded, "Yah, I thought of that too. What I can do is have all 
  the elections ready of Friday before we leave, and the kids who aren't 
  coming but who do want to vote will get to vote then." 
    Brendan says he may have the petition to allow elections ready as soon  
  as Thursday. 
 

     Storm Isabelle approaches  
Adollyan Weather Service, Play Porch-Winter Storm Isabelle 
  is making her way toward Adollya and Connecticut, expected to move in 
  sometime around midnight tonight and last until midday tomorrow. 
    "It shouldn't be a huge storm," said Sebastian of the Adollyan 
  Weather Service. "School students in Outside states should expect  
  school tomorrow, as should humans. But there may be delays and  
  possibly a few closings." 
    The storm, storm IM-2, is expected to dump two to four inches of 
  snow in the area. The forecast: 
      
      ...SNOW ADVISORY LATE TONIGHT AND WEDNESDAY MORNING... 
 .TONIGHT...TURNING COLDER WITH SNOW DEVELOPING NEAR OR AFTER MIDNIGHT. 
   LOW NEAR 15.  NORTH WIND 10 TO 20 MPH. 
 .WEDNESDAY...VERY COLD WITH SNOW ENDING DURING MIDDAY...PARTIAL 
   CLEARING POSSIBLE LATE IN THE DAY.  TOTAL SNOW ACCUMULATION 2 TO 4 
   INCHES.  HIGH ONLY 15 TO 20.  NORTH WIND 10 TO 20 MPH. 
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President Sealy prepares for important          
          State of the Union Address  
  Dollies still say want environment be priority, poll says 
Hall of Congress, My Bed-The speech which may sway the votes of 
  many dollies in the November election for President will be made tonight 
  by President Sealy. 
    The speech is the State of the Union Address, which is made once every 
  six months by Adollyan Presidents. Sealy is expected to emphasize what  
  he has already done for the environment, then outline his plans for the 
  future.  
    The environment is the top priority of over 75% of dollies across  
  Adollya, according to a poll taken by The Living Room Times. Coming in 
  second is the economy, followed by foreign policy, other issues, drugs 
  and crime, and health care. 
    "The environment," said Sealy in an interview, "is my priority. It  
  always has been, and it always will be. Without it we would be dead." 
    Sealy only Presidential challenger so far, Blue Bear, is expected to 
  give a response to Sealy's speech after its conclusion. 
    The speech will be made, as usual, in front of the entire Congress of 
  Adollya.  
    "He has to do well," said a political analyst, "if he is going to put 
  aside this Blue Bear thing. He's got to do very well. He's going to have 
  to convince a lot of dollies that he has done his best of the environment. 
  It's going to be hard with Blue Bear pouncing on every mistake." 
 


